Tubular (Non-Pap) Ov Ca

- O-EC
- O-Muc Ca (Mull/Int)
- Tubular (EC-like) SPC
- O-CCC
- Metastatic Tumor
Metastases to Ovary

- Bilaterality
- Multinodular Growth
- Surface (plaque-like) Growth
- (dirty) necrosis
- (prominent) LVI
- organizing mucin
- interstitial mucin (pseudomyxoma ovarii)
mucin poor CRC cell type ((pseudo)endometrioid)

- atypia/architect grade discordance (CRC)
- lack of Squamous Diff
- lack of background endometriosis and/or synchronous EH/EEC
- presence of prominent (dirty) necrosis
- immunophenotype (ER/vim/ck7(-) ; CEA/ck20(+))
METASTATIC COLONIC Ca PRESENTING AS A ‘PRIMARY’ OVARIAN CARCINOMA
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CASE V